
Located in the Peacock Gap neighborhood of San Rafael, this stylish home is perfectly positioned to capture the 
water views of San Pablo Bay, the Richmond Bridge, the Bay Bridge, San Francisco’s skyline, and downtown 
Oakland. Recently extensively remodeled, the five-bedroom, four-bath home features new stucco siding, new 

plumbing, new electrical, new Legrand lighting system, updated landscaping with new irrigation system, new AC, and a new glass railing 
added to the wrap-around deck surrounded by mature oak trees. The relaxing outdoor area is complete with a grassy backyard. When it 
comes to interior renovations, the emphasis was on voice-activated smart home technology, clean lines, and a subdued color palette that 
complements the rest of the architecture. The entire interior was redesigned and built with materials sourced from Europe, including the 
Spain-made Porcelanosa luxury tiles and vanities. The main level living consists of four bedrooms including a primary suite with a private deck. 
A striking double-sided marble fireplace links the living and family room with a custom built-in wet bar and a wine fridge, a space big enough 
for family gatherings and entertaining. Light European oak floors stand in contrast to the black marble and bespoke light fixtures featured 
throughout the home. In the kitchen, Graff faucets and high-end new Miele appliances discretely blend in with the custom-made cabinetry and 
the grey quartz countertops, making the area both aesthetically appealing and practical for cooking. The adjacent formal dining room opens 
to the side porch, an ideal space for a BBQ. All bathrooms are fully remodeled with modern vanities, custom mirrors, warm lights, curbless 
showers in the upstairs bathrooms, and textured earth-toned tiles that further infuse these serene spaces with elegance and sophistication. 
On the lower level, a living space of approximately 700 sq. ft. comprises a living room/office, a full bathroom, and a spacious bedroom that 
opens to the private lower-level deck; an ideal in-law, au-pair, or a guest suite. This area has a private entrance and is accessible from the 
roomy two-car garage, the rear sliding glass door, and the inside of the house. Close to downtown San Rafael, Andy’s Market, the nearby 
McNears Beach, and China Camp State Park with many hiking/biking paths. For a buyer seeking an ideal family home, this modern residence 
checks all the boxes! $2,927,000
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